FIBERTOWN is the premier provider of high availability colocation solutions for companies along the Gulf Coast. Since 1997, we’ve delivered on our 100% uptime SLA. Each of our data centers are SAS 70 Type II compliant.

Our Tier IV-designed data center in Central Texas features the latest in modular design, 24x7 security, fault tolerant N+1 power and cooling, and 16,000 sq.ft. of raised floor. Located 100 miles northwest of downtown Houston, our carrier-neutral facility is strategically positioned at the fiber nexus of leading telecom carriers.

The business continuity campus and Tier-IV designed colocation facility is out of reach of hurricanes, but close enough for quick and easy access. FIBERTOWN houses the mission critical production systems and disaster recovery operations for Fortune 500 companies and smaller organizations along the Gulf Coast.

For more information or to schedule a tour, call (888) 501-4368 or visit www.fibertown.com
FIBERTOWN Data Center Specifications

**FACILITY**
- Tier IV-designed facility with 16,000 sq.ft. of raised floor
- Private suites, cages and cabinets with custom configurations
- Out of reach of category 5 hurricanes
- SAS 70 Type II compliant
- Pod-designed for maximum efficiency
- 250 lbs/sq.ft. floor loading capacity

**POWER**
- Utility feeds deliver power from diverse sub-stations with failover at multiple transformers
- Multiple redundant and concurrently maintainable power rooms
- Dual power (A-B) delivered as N+1
- 165 watts per square foot power density

**GENERATORS**
- Multiple 2MW generators configured as N+1
- Four days of backup diesel fuel supply
- Contract with local fuel supplier
- Brazos County Emergency Operations Center, in the building’s basement, ensures first available power in case of emergency

**CONNECTIVITY**
- Located 150 feet from the fiber nexus of multiple Tier I Internet carriers
- Dedicated, private gateway connecting our Bryan facility and Houston data center
- Multiple fiber entrances into the building

**CAGE SPECIFICATIONS**
- Secure cages with key lock doors
- Custom cage design configurations
- Cabinets available through FIBERTOWN

**SECURITY**
- Required check-in with 24x7 onsite security personnel
- Dual authentication with biometric and card key access controls
- Inside and perimeter video surveillance from 53 cameras
- Unmarked building entrance with bullet-proof doors and windows
- Secure staging area

**COOLING**
- Flexible, fault tolerant design to support high-density IT platforms
- CRAC units located outside customer equipment areas for added protection and redundancy
- Concurrently maintainable N+1 cooling
- Industry-standard Liebert HVAC system with leak detection on all piping
- Closed loop, chilled water system
- Hot/cold aisle design for maximum efficiency

**FIRE PROTECTION**
- HFC-125 gas fire protection in all computer, mechanical and fuel rooms
- Overhead VESDA (very early smoke detection apparatus) system

**MONITORING**
- HVAC, power and building critical system controls monitored 24x7x365
- Premises monitored by security camera 24x7 with digital recording and archiving
- Dedicated 24x7 Network Operations Center

**ADDITIONAL SPECIFICATIONS**
- Conference and customer work area available
- Courtesy wireless network available
- 24x7 Smart Hands services

For more information or to schedule a tour, call (888) 501-4368 or visit www.fibertown.com